
1400-16PI No:

2021/04/27Date: 

404000016Ref No:Heet EnterpriseCust Name:

 NO. 6 TARE COMPOUND , OPP DAHISAR CHECK NAKA, NEAR SAMUDRA HOTELWESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY,DAHISAR EAST,MUMBAI 400068Address:

00222880782Fax:00222880782Tel:

Price-EURO
Quantity

MT
Item CodeItem

280.51000UREA1

Gross Total :

Net Total in 

EURO :

VAT 0% :

Net Total in 

EURO with VAT :

Terms & Conditions:

Payment Term:

May 2021Delivery Date:

Allowed in 2 parts maximumPartial Shipment:

FIVE WORKING DAYS AFTER ISSUANCE DATE OF PIValidity:

50 KG BAGSPackaging:

2010Incoterms:

AS PER MANUFACTURESpecifications:

Beneficiary Name:

ZJTLCNBHSwift Code:

IBAN No.:Account No.

Bank :ZHEJIANG TAILONG COMMERCIAL BANK 

Proforma Invoice

EURO TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY THOUSAND FIVE 

HUNDRED  only

PRILLED UREA

COMMODITY 

CODE:31021000

Description Total - EURO

280,500.00

280,500.00

280,500.00

0.00

280,500.00

NRA3302013820100012041

10% advance within 5 working days after issuing PI ,90% remain before loading

PELORA TRADE CO., LIMITED



General Sales Terms & Conditions:

Accepted By:Issued By:

1.  All terms and conditions of this PI to be considered as per incoterms and UCP latest 

edition unless otherwise agreed.

2. The balance of down payment related to this PI at any time must be considered as 

performance guarantee  and seller is entitled to confiscate it against of any infringement of 

the buyer

3. At any case if payments or pick up of the cargo is not fulfilled by any reason from buyer 

side according to the above conditions , KHPC is entitled to cancel this P/I and confiscate any 

payment related to this P/I.

4. If this PI not to be confirmed by the buyer within two working days after issuance date,  

KHPC is entitled to cancel the concern deal.

5. If the buyer could not pick up the cargo within delivery date of this PI, the seller can cancel  

 the PI and delivery of the remaining cargo will subject to a new agreement.

6. This PI will be valid after being signed/ stamped by all the signatories.

7. Any Tax or surcharge due to this deal out of the origin must be tolerated by the buyer.

8. For each PI only one BL fee will be paid by the seller.

9. Any claim of the buyer will not be acceptable if the buyer does not appoint a third party 

inspector for the cargo.

10. At any force major conditions, like earthquake, flood...and in any case beyond the seller's 

control which leads the production to be halted, the buyer should be informed by the seller 

at once and the seller is absolved from his commitment during the force major time.








